
Aliens Are Natives 
And they are NOT friendly Like you see on movies or TV 
 

As far as you scientist and BIG thinkers go Ask yourself Is it easier to believe that 

Another planet in a far off solar system Had produced a super intelligent life form That 

came all the way across the universe And didn’t communicate with Or attack us OR That 

a proven planet with ALL TYPES of life forms Had 3 different instances where 3 types 

of intelligent life forms were evolved Like Neanderthals Humans and REPTILES You 

have to admit that The Reptile Race has had millions of years More then us to evolve  

 

ALL the money for scientific and sociology research from ‘foundations’ Has to produce 

something Mostly it has produced “exactly” what the foundations needed Which was 

Different theories Different distractions And ‘different points of view’ Except ONE  

 

THE REST OF THIS IS CUT AND PASTED AND IN NO PARTICULAR ORDER 

 

These ideas All added up Make ‘a different point of correct ways to start thinking’ I 

needed to know the How’s and Why’s And since no-one Ever looks the gift horse in the 

mouth You won’t be getting any Names or Dates or ‘Happenings’ of what introduced me 

to the knowledge of The Real Culprits in Life to understand First UNbelieve everything 

 

The technology and military advancements You are supposed to think came from the 

Downing of a craft at ROSWELL Were only then accomplished Because now the 

American people knew for a fact that ‘something was up’ And the masters needed to be 

ready to fight them Once free people ‘have had enough’ Will they wake from Dreamland 

The material the aliens wear is a spun composite To help them breath and keep hydrated 

These flying saucers aren’t much really They use mainly all natural means of propulsion 

 

Half water breather Half blood lusting lizard reptile humanoids living in the under layers 

In huge cities with roads leading to all destinations There are only “country’s” in the top 

side of earth In the underworld it’s all one world Always them against us The humans 

 

They Fly using RhythmicElectroMagnetism and Slavepower  YAKNOW The same way 

they flew all around And built all those pyramids Back in the day To set up their New 

Money Power Families in the region And to be served as GODS Yaknow same as now 

 

I just watched about curiosity and the mars discovery And they built it up like an ultimate 

discovery What the hell about the planet & star that’s going to pass by us thru Dec-May 

How come no one pointed a telescope at it? How come a rover hasn’t landed on the 

planet that our ancestors told us had aliens on? Who’s in charge of NASA anyway?????? 

 



Talking heads scientist’s almost always gets lied too OR paid off THIS ‘passing’ will 

trick the fuck outta earth And huge regions of people will die off Of course the calendar 

means nothing When they know “It’s just a Cycle” The world’s ‘ideas’ end But people 

will start over The few living who have had safe controlled areas for their lineage to 

survive Like The Masters who are mostly under the ocean and in caves NOW Let me tell 

you another LIE Deceit about the Nibiru  In the old times AND everyone was right about 

this ‘Another passing of The end of an age Was Caused by these cycled ‘disasters’ BUT 

These supposed Space Visitor Alien Gods that show up To play a part in Setting the 

world up with new ideas Did NOT land here from outer space This passing nightmare of 

a sun and it’s planets were NEVER their home The Aliens Are From HERE Native and 

Ruling over us thru gold BUT only for a minuscule 10,800something years Some 3 past 

passings ago When we were a ‘one land mass earth’ And it just happened to be Their 

Home Nest Island So basically we were ‘advanced and used for slaves Until Nibiru again 

broke us up into separation And ‘Atlantis’ sank This past was our prison Never again! 

 

It’s not ‘us’ trying to keep up with “aliens” in outer space and looking for life They are 

from here We are doing the research about MINING these places If there was live they’d 

destroy that too They’ve been flying for thousands of years BUT we got them into space 

 

You will not find ANY documents on the internet to prove this But you’ll see opposition 

Those who research these native aliens Or speak about them Are killed off immediately    

 

1
st
 chronicles 2:55, The Kenites were ‘appointed’ as the scribes because they could 

convince everyone to follow the laws. It’s B.S., Whoever speaks for and did the writing 

of such rules, and did the preaching of them, were the leaders! THEY appointed 

themselves as scribes because they were making the laws. Puts a new spin or the bible 

doesn’t it?!  

 

What Master, they do not want peace, they’re selling peace but planning chaos, there are 

only evil money’s, without them there would be no evil in our lives, except for the 

occasional scapegoats like Hussein Hitler and Osama, If you knew the truth you’d see 

that no one really hates anyone on this earth, except for those who think their better then 

any one else, and these are the same people that are trying to hide them selves in some 

religious stories about a “Jesus” or a ‘Muhammad” royal bloodline, when in fact it’s the 

clan of elites who have been passed royalty from The Real Masters Wake up you fucking 

idiots, humble they selves to the planet which is a greater power then yourself, plead your 

allegiance to make a free world, and it starts with All Freedom From ALL money.    

 

The MAN is not made up of white republicans, they are just indirectly working for the 

masters, just like the democrats, who looooooooooooooooooove making money too … 

 

Our ultimate master Are merely an advanced race of evolved dinosaurs And they still live 

in the caves they called home then They are the ones that changed our lives forever, gave 

us what we needed to become understanding and motivated people. But they still knew 

they could control us, one way or another thru ought out entire generations, ever sense 

the great battle after Atlantis blew up, and all the engineered clans fled for their own 



safely from the flood, our ‘first’ ancestors to lead us to liberty, we’re the ancient God’s of 

lore, lords were God’s people, the only understanding of ‘what would be our god’ didn’t 

exist, everything was a way to comnect to God Kind of like our first religion was 

alchemy, and our first experiment was soup, the reptiles on Atlantis brought us to where 

we were in terms of a great boost into world management, and this we tried after our 

Master lords (just another God), ruled the now sunk Atlantis, so we scattered, with their 

mix breads already in place, there was serious battles for freedom, humans won, they 

escaped to the ocean and to the tunnels, caves, and are still leading thru their branches of 

the secret families, flying around and mutilating cows, raping the innocent and hosting 

orgies/events for our elites, there’s a reason why we don’t look too much into aliens, if 

there was a problem with them, me and my departments would be planning for a battle, 

they knew the alien craft that crashed, but it’s just a souvenir, there are greater ones out 

there, imagine how much they’ve technically advanced when they could already fly from 

electro magnetically, 4,000-100,000+? years ago  

 

You crazy conspiracy-est, 9-11 was not an inside job by our gov’t, They want you to look 

at it from only both angles, but you’re missing the other point of view. The real point of 

view, coming from our masters directly, it was an inside job Allowed by our gov’t, 

because it’s not real, there are players but none of them are not bought off some how. Our 

masters are the only conspirators; our gov’t is made up of a smiling pipers, where even 

the duped (they’re aware, something’s up, believe me, but they are power-money hungry 

chicken fucks) So it wasn’t an ‘inside’ thing after all, cause they run and rule it was 

actually a ‘regular’ job, the ‘inside’ comes from where they keep us, inside a knowledge 

(propaganda room) box that’s full of smoke keeping us from the real. The only proof you 

need for 9-11 comes from 2 explanations, first Osama would have loved to be able to 

claim it, but he couldn’t because he didn’t do it, he couldn’t have his followers think he 

was a liar for saying he did, when no one ever saw him working on anything like 9-11 

AND the most important proof that our masters caused 9-11 was that they are proved 

responsible for the Oklahoma bombing, Clinton and the lot were, just a bunch of patsy 

followers, with no control, it was our masters that killed our babies, a planned event!  

 

The patriot act is not for the good guys to use against the bad guys, it’s to be used against 

patriots, there are no bad guys except for those working for our masters, who created the 

patriot act. 

 

Our government is also just a scapegoated patsy like Hitler and Oswald, our country has 

been taken over for some time now, since it’s consummation, you’re all just unaware of it. 

update: it’s out in the open now, read it everywhere, we are taken over, but you’re still 

not going to do anything about it. Where everybody’s story goes wrong is not looking at 

the ‘main’ money, even now follow the money, and one day it will slit all our throats.   

 

Unsealed: “Aliens files” ‘Distracting you from the biggest secret on planet earth’ haha 

 

I use ‘aliens blew them selves up’ like with Atlantis But it comes from when they said 

that their planet blew up and it’s why they are here Atlantis basically sank after Nibiru 

passed, is important in history too All the stories changed from that one lie The passing 



sun/planet is a killer in this world and 7200something years ago We fought But now they 

have perfect cover And they will show up as scheduled to save us to enslavement Cause 

they already do now You’re ALL complacent in their run of the world The most evil 

empire ruling the lied to serfs The cleansing times need to be fought 

 

As for the use of robots You inventors should triple your guilt For it is not mans wages 

that are replaced IT is man himself that is getting replaced You are assisting to our death 

Making us not needed in the eyes of elites Elitism if not stopped Replaces robots with life 

 

The biggest secret in the world Aliens are native to earth The lie covered by the top tiers 

And the labs that do extraterrestrial study IS THE terrestrials companies like Nasa and 

the like Scientist working for ‘The unable to get outside OUR atmosphere ‘reptiles’’ Who 

thru these secret societies Run all the cover up To hide their existence on earth From us 

 

Brotherhood of the snake, or dragon: Has been around since the dawn of man. And from 

them there has been many secret society off shoots that have sprung to provide cover for 

the previous ones, but they are all the same, they have the real knowledge of our past (not 

the lies we’ve learned), and they all hide the knowledge of the reptiles who enslaved us 

thousands of years ago. 

 

These reptiles are speeding things up now cause of the coming ice age, (global warming 

is a huge lie)(Nibiru is the truth!), they will be forced to stay underground and the stooges 

will run things for them, like taking them our children for them to eat. TRUE!  

 

So how long have there been reptiles in the world? It’s obvious that some of them made it 

thru the devastating asteroid hitting the earth 65 million years ago. Why is it so hard to 

believe that they were able to live underground and over time progress into a humanoid 

race? Which was more advanced then us humans who were probably only learning to 

chip stones when they were researching electromagnetism. Why is it so hard to assume 

that there is much more to our history then we are led to accept. There were other races 

that evolved into different species as well, the Neanderthals for instance, didn’t share any 

of our dna, they were a completely different race, as were the “aliens” (reptiles), but they 

were years ahead of us in technology and universal understanding. Look at it another way, 

in the Indus valley civilizations (established after Atlantis sank), which were left alone 

for thousands of years from the reptiles influence, there were no big wars, no big strife, 

they had a great and aspiring free republic without domineering rulers, complete with a 

simple economic system and general love for their neighbors, until they too needed to be 

conquered and phased into life under the reptilian presence.  

 

The biggest lie of the ages is that these God’s, ‘beings’, “reptiles” are from other planets, 

what a great cover. And they have most of the ‘knowing’ elites thinking that there is a 

conflict (war) going on between different races of ‘aliens’ and that the ‘good’ ones will 

eventually win and save the human race. It’s the same divide and conquer scheme.   

 

Atlantis, among other names: the first continent where humans were guided into a 

civilized nature and used as slaves for the reptiles. They can be credited for giving us all 



sorts of advanced knowledge including speaking in uniform dialect, (even though they 

established different languages for each region of Atlantis, even then they wanted us 

under their control), it was here that our brains had the jump start it needed to become 

able to process ideas past the instinct stage, learn more about mistakes we kept making, 

and eventually we were even able to find a higher understanding of love (which scared 

the hell out of them). The reptiles really messed it up when their ‘advanced’ testing of all 

sorts finally bit them in the ass and caused the continent to explode, stone structures 

disintegrate or melted, and over time dissolving into the PACIFIC (another good cover 

story of theirs), causing a ‘great flood’ and sending the masses of humans into all 

different directions of the globe. And as they all tried to recreate the advanced society and 

connection to ‘an energy’ that they had seen the reptiles using, whom to them were 

known as their “gods”; they built up the great civilizations (ruins from our past), 

complete with ‘mock’ pyramids they tried to got to work as they used to, but without the 

knowledge of how they really worked, they couldn’t operate them, (they couldn’t turn the 

machines on), they could only use it for ‘hope of Gods intervention to make it work 

again’.  During this time the space ships couldn’t fly because their network was gone. It’s 

also during this time man became stronger and made ‘kings’, or lords of their own, and 

the big battles over their new home lands were being fought by our ancestors ‘gods’ (like 

Zeus), so the reptiles bruising from back to back calamities had to go underground and 

plot different ways to come back into power, this time it would be in hiding (cause their 

truth was out), humans were onto them pretending to be gods, they had to hide them 

selves in our race, to merge with a few of us to try to….. A family who wanted more 

power finally merges with them and this secret sect of humans would become the order 

of the snake (serpent),  

 

Acoustic vibrations, which is how the great pyramids of the world were crafted. Same 

with the levitating monks.  

 

They also used this with electromagnetism (a science they would never allow us to learn 

now), helps make their aircraft fry.  

 

In ‘The book of the watchers’, Enoch, supposedly the first man who caught onto the 

wisdom of writing and science (alchemy), he was told to tell his people that there were 

‘good and bad’ angels (reptiles anyway), so even then they were dividing who they were 

and it provided a way where they were able to do horrific things to us humans, blame it 

on the other side and hide right in front of us, we eventually figured it out and our past 

kings rose up against them and send them into real hiding, until they cross bread with us 

and hid themselves amongst us. To cover their tracks they told the story for Enoch to 

write that the evil ‘rapist and cross breeders’ were all caught and sent to hell for their sins, 

end of story, no bad reptilians exist now, you can go about your business. Yeah right! We 

had little minds then, but we’ve grown into knowledgeable humans now and we 

shouldn’t fall for their tricks again.  

 

Since most of the were living underground in their nest (cities), when Nibiru came last 

time, most of them were killed 

 



These retiles also tried to hide when they wrote in the scripture that God too their limbs 

and made them crawl on their belly’s, an obvious attempt to cover their tracks and have 

people think that the stories were about a snake.  

 

Eden was the name of the planted garden the reptiles wanted man to eat from, the mixed 

race cared for the garden and warned that if anyone else planted one they would be trying 

to be like God and they would be cast out. The story has changed a bit over time. 

 

As for little green or grey men These are just ‘specie types’ reptiles In a bio-shell coating. 

 

Proof aliens aren’t from outer space, why was there a need for the US to get to outer 

space, everyone (in my past associations) knows what u.f.o’s are because the secret 

societies are in league with them (have been for thousands of years). So those u.f.o’s you 

see are these reptiles flying around doing whatever they do.. so why did we need to spend 

so much money getting into outer space, pay offs? NO, it’s because they’ve never been 

able to get out there, harmonizing electro magnetism doesn’t get you into outer space, but 

it does get you flying thru the air two thousand years ago. Ask the Buddhist monks. 

 

When they advanced man for their slaves The first humanoid slave Passed thru a genetic 

and knowledge advance And ever since then We have been the major secret in the 

ORDER OF THE SERPENT The worlds first mystery cult HA now I’m watching the 

movie Signs for the first time and even I’m getting scared shitless YOU HAVE NO 

IDEA THOUGH! YES basically There is another race of noid on out mother earth A 

reptile water creature that Evolved hundred of thousands of years before us BUT NOW 

We’ve now passed them in ‘Certain BRAIN Categories’ They need to hide and lie 

because They’re mostly only evil and hate They know that we can love greatly And that 

has made us strong over the years They’re only protectors Are these Money Families who 

worship themselves And their power As YOUR appointed God-alien-itte It wasn’t God 

that gave them these rights A Lil Devil did HA As a cover M Knight chimes in with ‘I 

don’t think they like water’ HA They NEED IT 

 

Just think Someone ‘runs and owns’ all the little franchised secret groups in our world 

Thru these stepping stones All under the gold headed secret eye Have sprouted up 

throughout history (America was even called the ‘13 original corporations’ Not just 

colonies And The Masters have always known about north and south America) ALL the 

world governments  ALL the religious leaders ALL the governing secret security 

agencies (very few Masons or Priories) Have taken great care to confuse issues Across all 

borders These corporations that own everything Including our banks And our news And 

our social services And out civil communities in the united states Have been initiated by 

And carried out by members of these secret societies MOST TIMES PLAYED OFF 

AGAINST EACH OTHER To offer opposing ideas That never block their takeover plans 

Like every other war Truth was kept secret It’s all just part of the matrix That we are in 

 

After we were evolved by The lizaroid race Something GRAND happened Exactly 3600 

years ago and their island blew up and sank Because of the high velocity of magnetism 

they were using WE were all free to escape to different regions of the world Were we 



became  defiant And made a stand They knew then that something else was needed to 

contain humans So they went into hiding And decided to let their gold rule our lives 

Giving orders to elites 

 

DANG IT He was soooo close Jim Pennington Is just a bit off It’s not code from ‘us in 

the future’ that was given to him when he experienced their energy I can understand His 

reasons For why The code was spoke in English But NO They aren’t from humans in the 

future They are from reptiles of NOW Conspiracy Files ‘Half truth But on the wrong 

subjects’ I’m actually starting to like the show I’m glad I found it Shouldn’t we be 

protesting or something? Is there nothing we can do But wait for them to kill us all? And 

another thing why are we creating bio warfare but we aren’t allowed to use bio warfare? 

And why are we soo pissed at the thought of others having it and using it When we DO? 

And the CDC is NOT in charge of disease prevention It’s about causing diseases FACT 

 

It bugs me That the show Unsealed: aliens files Or conspiracy files Doesn’t talk about 

things That are NOT outlandish And very difficult to believe Our Government would do 

Instead Why don’t they talk about The FDA Where they could go into How aspartame is 

giving all of us cancer Or That the drugs The doctors are giving us Are worse for us then 

the ailment itself Or how about The Obamacare conspiracy Where instead of helping us 

with health care They are going to just kill us off instead Or Bill Gates And his eugenics 

foundation Where it’s not just about over population It’s about killing off The Poor? 

There is plenty to go over NOW That will prove plenty of conspiracy Instead of Just 

looking at Years and Years Ago Like it was in the past Where someone would get the 

idea That Our Great And Caring Government Would have probably fixed now I say Go 

over What’s going on NOW They are actively putting fluoride in our water And it is 

doing ‘bad things’ to us When it was only sold as a ‘teeth protector’ Why not talk about 

That Murderous Treason Done AT The Lower Levels Of Government? ON ‘free people’ 

Why don’t they Talk about What’s happening NOW While It is happening right NOW 

I don’t want to hear about What I already know I want to hear about Current Conspiracies! 

 

Boycott it Only watch REAL Conspiracies That pertain to NOW Like Ventura’s show 

While you’re at it Boycott ALL NEWS Instead visit infowars.com or Drudgereport.com 

They don’t seam to be or Dem or Rep sides They give The real news That is important 

 

Did you know That every breed of dog Did NOT come from wolves evolving & breeding  

 

Zues and other past kings that kicked these guys asses before time, those past gods we’re 

our hero’s that put native aliens back to their permanent caves & water bases. They’re 

just like the Neanderthals by not having any of our gene makeup, but they have had a 

hand in breading us in the past and some now, they are among us, As everyone’s history 

shows beast and men have always been mixing company. We’ll we can handle your 

‘type’ in the new freedom Religion too But there is no way you’ll be in control of us any 

more. They WILL expose themselves SOON But they Will be SOLS As Good Aliens 

BUT They Are Bad Evil Reptiles!! Who run our elite And will enslave 99.314 of US! 

 

 



 

 


